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A Study on Nb3Al Phase Formation in Nb/ AI Super conducting Wires 

Yoonsoon Im and J. W. Morris, Jr. 

Center for Advanced Materials, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
Dept of Materials Science and Engineering, University of California, Berkeley 

Reactions in Nb/ AI superconducting wire's were simulated using 
Nb/AI multi-layered samples. It was shown that Nb2Al and remaining Nb 
in Nb/ AI superconducting wires could be avoided if Nb and AI filaments 
were thinner than 110Q-1260A Nb and 290-330A AI. These numbers 
were used to estimate the volume fraction of the superconducting Nb3Al 
phase in two different superconducting wire processing approaches: a pow
der metallurgy technique and a jelly-roll technique. 

Introduction 

Nb3Al is known to have better superconducting properties than Nb3Sn or NbTi 
currently in commercial useUU2l. Nb3AI superconducting wires are usually made by a 
powder metallurgy (PIM) technique£2]-[6], where elemental powders of Nb and AI are 
mixed and compacted into a monel tube, swaged and drawn into a thin wire. The wire is 
then heat treated to form the superconducting Nb3Al phase. Since Nb3AI is a brittle inter
metallic compound with the A 15 structure, only very limited plastic deformation is possible 
after the phase forms. 

Nb3Al phase formation in P/M processed wires has been widely studied(2][4][5][7]
[11]. The superconducting properties of P/M processed wires are affected by drawing 
variables such as area reduction ratio {R), size and shape of Nb and AI powders and heat 
treatment conditions. The morphology of an unreacted wire is shown in Fig. 1. The dis
tribution and thickness of Nb and AI filaments are very inhomogeneous. Because Nb3Al 
is believed to form only in the vicinity ofNb/AI interface during heat treatments, Nb/AI su
perconducting wires are made with extremely high area reductions in order to increase the 
amount ofNb/AI interface[7U8J. X-ray work showed that the amount ofNb3Al increased 
for the smaller powders and larger reductions(13J. 

Superconducting magnets are normally operated at 4.2K and magnetic fields no 
greater than about 20 Tesla[l2J, which are readily attained by Nb3Al superconductors. 
Consequently, studies have been particularly focused on increasing the critical current den
sity[2)[13]-(15J. The critical current density {I c) of Nb/Al superconducting wires is deter
mined by the volume fraction, grain size and shape and stoichiometry of the superconduct
ing Nb3Al phase. The stoichiometry of Nb3Al improves as reaction temperature increases 
but extensive grain growth deteriorates flux pinning. In order to balance effects of stoi
chiometry and grain size, heat treatments are commonly chosen at temperatures ranging 
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900°C-1100°C[14][16][181. Since average Nb3Al grain size, shape and its stoichiometry 
do not change much in this temperature range, our study has been focused on the factors 
which increase Nb3Al volume fraction. 

Nb3Al is not the only stable phase in the Nb/Al system. The Nb/Al equilibrium 
phase diagram, shown in Fig. 2[171, indicates that Nb-Al solid solution, NbzAl and NbA13 
are also stable at the commonly chosen heat treatment temperature range. The microstruc
ture of a reacted P/M processed wire is composed of three different phases: superconduct
ing Nb3Al, unreacted remaining Nb, and NbzAl as shown in Fig. 3. Because NbzAl and 
remaining Nb consume the effective cross-section of the superconducting wire, the maxi
mum current density the wire can carry is reduced. The critical current density of the P/M 
processed wire can be improved if NbzAl and remaining Nb are avoided. 

Nb3Al formation is limited to the vicinity of Nb/ A1 interfaces. It has been shown 
that Nb3Al formation is affected by heat treatment conditions and Nb/ Allayer configura
tion [IS]. A P/M processed wire is not suitable for studying reactions at Nb/Al interface 
because of its inhomogeneous microstructure. Reactions in bulk samples[19]-[21] or thin 
fllms made by liquid-quenching[22]-[251, co-sputtering[26] or laser beam irradiation[27][28l, 
where Nb3Al forms from the supersaturated bee Nb-Al solid solution, are not representa-
tive of reactions in P/M processed wires. Uniform Nb/ A1 multi-layered samples would be 
better for simulating reactions at Nb/ A1 interfaces. Bormann et al. studied reactions in 
such Nb/Al multi-layered samples using an X-ray diffraction technique£29]. However, 
their work yielded no microstructural information about reactions. We studied reactions in 
similar multi-layered samples using transmission electron microscopy in order to obtain 
microstructural information at Nb/Al interfaces[181. Recently we proposed possible reac
tion mechanisms using knowledge about crystal structures of NbAl compounds to explain 
the reactions at Nb/Al interfaces[30l. The objective of this paper is to acquire optimum 
processing conditions for Nb/ A1 superconducting wires using the experimental results ob
tained from Nb/Al multi-layered samples. 

Experimental procedure 

Nb/Al multi-layered samples with various Nb/Allayer configurations were made in 
an attempt to determine reaction mechanisms at Nb/ AI interfaces. Two sets of samples 
were made by sputtering Nb and AI alternatively on Nb or Si wafer substrates, with the 
thicknesses of multi-layers being 300A Nb/ 80A A1 and lOOOA Nb/ 270A AI respectively. 
Samples with thicker multi-layers were prepared by a cold-rolling technique. Several Nb 
plates were polished, cleaned and coated with AI in a vacuum chamber. The stack of At
coated Nb plates were then put into a 1/4" diameter A1 tube and cold-rolled into a multi-lay
ered sample. It was not possible to control AI layer thickness precisely in this way, but it 
was a straightforward method of producing multi-layers with AI layers of micron to 
submicron thickness. 

The samples were heat treated at temperatures ranging between 300°C and 11 00°C 
for various lengths of time in a vacuum-encapsulated quartz tube backfilled with Ar gas. 
Scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy with convergent beam 
microdiffraction and energy dispersive X-ray (ED X) capabilities were used for characteri-
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zation. Cross-sectional T.E.M. specimens of multi-layered samples were made by dim
pling followed by ion milling. 

Results 

For heat treatments below 650°C, NbAl3 was found to form regardless of holding 
time at temperature and Nb/ Allayer configuration. The composition of NbAl3 was mea
sured to be -75 atom% AI by EDX. Nb layers remaining after reactions contained no 
measurable AI in solid solution. The NbAl3 phase was found to form at temperatures as 
low as 300°C. 

For heat treatments above 700°C, reactions were affected by AI layer thickness 
provided there was a sufficient Nb supply. When AI layers were about 300A or less, all 
the AI was consumed to form the superconducting Nb3Al phase. Since NbAl3 was found 
after short·heat treatment at a temperature as low as 300°C, NbA13 might have been formed 
before Nb3Al formation. Nb-Al solid solution and Nb2Al as well as Nb3Al were reported 
to form in the sample with 1 oooA Nb/300A AI layers by Bormann et al. but were not seen 
in this work. 

Reactions at the Nb/Al interface with thicker AI layers (>300A) were studied using 
cold-rolled samples. The microstructure of a sample with 630A thick AI layers heat treated 
at 900°C/20min showed a Nb3A11Nb2A11Nb3Allayer configuration. Fig. 4 indicates that 
Nb2AI started to form after Nb3Al formation was completed. Nb3Al layers in the 
Nb3A11Nb2A11Nb3Al configuration were measured to be about 70Q-800A thick and about 
22 atomic % AI, which were insensitive to initial Nb/ AI layer configuration and heat treat
ment conditions. 

For samples with very thick AI layers (-1mm), only NbAl3 was found to grow re
gardless of heat treatment conditions as long as both the Nb and AI layers remained. Fig. 
5 shows extensive NbAl3 growth in a sample heat treated at 900°C. A transmission elec
tron microscopy study revealed that there were no other phases formed at the Nb/NbAl3 
interface. Nb-Al solid solution was not found in any of the cases. Results of the reac
tions are summarized in table 1. 

Discussion 

Reactions in Nb/ AI multi-layered samples were consistent with observations in P/M 
processed Nb/ AI superconducting wires, where: 

1] NbA13 formed below 650°C while Nb3Al and Nb2Al formed above 700°C. 

2] The Nb3A11Nb2A11Nb3Al configuration was observed. 

3] Nb-Al solid solution formation was not observed. 

4] A high reduction ratio (ie. thinner layers) yielded more Nb3Al. 
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Therefore we concluded that information obtained from Nb/Al multi-layered samples can be 
used to optimize the microstructure of P/M processed Nb/ AI superconducting wires. 

The microstructure of P/M processed Nb/ AI superconducting wires contains 
Nb3Al, Nb2Al and some remaining Nb. The critical current density (Jc) of P/M processed 
wires can be improved if the volume fraction of the superconducting Nb3Al is maximized 
by avoiding Nh2A1 and remaining Nb. Table 1 indicates that Nh2Al and remaining Nb can 
be avoided if Nb/ AI layers are sufficiently thin. 

The Nb3Al/Nb2Al1Nb3Al configuration was observed in multi-layered samples with 
AI layers thicker than -300A. We proposed that, when Nb3Al forms a continuous layer 
along Nb/NbAl3 interface, further Nb diffusion is allowed only through the Nb3Al grain 
boundaries. An insufficient Nb supply causes nucleation of Nb2Al phase resulting in the 
Nb3Al!Nb2Al/Nb3Al configuration[30l. It was experimentally observed that each Nb3Al 
layer in the Nb3Al/Nb2Al1Nb3Al configuration was about 700-800A thick. We calculated 
that a 550-630A Nb/ 145-165A AI layer pair would react to form a 700-800A thick layer 
of Nb3Al containing about 22 atomic% AI. Since each AI (or Nb) layer has a pair of 
Nb/Al interfaces, the critical thickness to avoid Nb2Al and remaining Nb is 1100-1260A 
for Nb and 290-330A for AI. If Nb layers were thicker than this critical value, some Nb 
would remain after heat treatments. If AI layers were thicker than this critical value, Nb2Al 
would form between Nb3Allayers. 

The calculated critical Nb/ AI layer thickness can be used to estimate the volume 
fraction of Nb3Al phase in Nb/ AI superconducting wires. King et. al. made a series of 
PIM processed wires using 75-100J.Lm Nb and CJ.Lffi AI powders[7l. With a reduction 
ratio ofR=105, the expected average thickness ofNb fllament is 2370-3160A and that of 
AI is <-160A. Almost 50 % of Nb may have been either remained or inefficiently con
sumed (to form Nb2Al) after heat treatments. In fact, 1000-2000A thick Nb grains were 
observed in the wire sample. In their samples, the Jc's increased nearly proportionally as 
the reduction ratio increased to R=l.8x105 and R=3.4x105 [311. With the reduction ratio 
ofR=l.8x105, the average thickness ofNb filament is calculated to be 1770-2360A and 
that of AI <-120A. And with R=3.4x105, the average thickness of Nb filament is 
1290-1720A and that of AI <-85A. The critical thickness of Nb filaments required to 
form only Nb3Al would be obtained with 7SJ.Lffi Nb powders and R=3.4x105. 

However, 2500A-1J.Lffi thick Nb2Allayers were observed in the wire with R=105 
[16] even though the final AI layer (calculated to be <160A) was supposedly far less than 
the critical thickness. Johnson et alJS] postulated that Nb2Al formation was caused by an 
inhomogeneous distribution of Nb/Al filaments. They demonstrated the effect of AI 
distribution on the critical current density by comparing Jc's of two different P/M processed 
wires, where one sample was made from the mixture of AI and Nb powders while the other 
was made from Al-coated Nb powders: same Nb particle size (-65 J.1ffi) and reduction ratio 
were used for both samples. 

Bruzzese et alJ32] obtained a very high critical current density Oc=l.8xl05 A/cm2 
at 4.2K and 11 Tesla) from a Nb3Al single-core superconducting wire produced by a jelly
roll technique, where the thickness of Nb/ AI reacting layers was substantially reduced. A 
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reduction ratio of 1. 96x 1 Q4 was used to reduce 20~ thick Nb foils down to 1400A thick 
Nb layers. The highest Jc was obtained from a sample with 350A thick AI layers. Sur
face oxidation of the Nb foils appeared to be a primary problem during drawing. Since a 
homogeneous Nb/ Allayer distribution was obtained by this approach, the jelly-roll tech
nique could be a promising approach if Nb foils of low oxygen content were available. It 
is calculated that R=2.5-3.3xlo4 is required to get the critical Nb layer thickness from the 
20~ thick Nb foil. The starting AI foil should be 4.9 ~thick in order to avoid forma
tion of Nb2Al. 

Conclusion 

Reactions in P/M processed Nb/ Al superconducting wires were investigated using 
results obtained from a transmission electron microscopy study of Nb/Al multi-layered 
samples. The reactions in the multi-layered samples were consistent with observations in 
the P/M processed wires. 

It was shown that remaining Nb and Nb2Al formation could be avoided if Nb and 
Al filaments were sufficiently thin. The critical thickness of Nb/ Allayers which would 
form only Nb3Al phase was calculated to be 1100-1260A Nb/ 290-330A Al. lfNb lay
ers were thicker than this critical value, some Nb would remain after heat treatments. If Al 
layers were thicker than this critical value, Nb2Al would form between Nb3Allayers. The 
calculated value of the critical Nb/ Allayer thickness was used to estimate the volume frac
tion of the superconducting Nb3Al phase in some Nb/ Al superconducting wires. 

It was concluded that not only high area reduction ratios but also homogeneous 
distribution of Nb/ Allayers were essential to maximize the volume fraction of the super
conducting Nb3Al phase in Nb/ AI superconducting wires. 
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Fig. 1: T.E.M. micrograph of an unreacted Nb/AI superconducting wire (transverse 
view) The wire was made by a powder metallurgy technique with a reduction 
ratio of R=500. 

Fig. 2: Equilibrium Nb/ AI binary phase diagram indicates that not only superconducting 
Nb3Al but also Nb2Al, NbAI3 and Nb-Al solid solution are stable over a large 
temperature range. 

Fig. 3: T.E.M. micrograph of a reacted Nb/Al superconducting wife (longitudinal view) 
The wire was made by a P/M technique with R=500 and heat treated at 900°C for 
20 min. The microstructure is composed of Nb3Al, Nh2Al and some remaining 
Nb. 

Fig. 4: T.E.M micrograph of a cold-rolled Nb/Al multi-layered sample heat treated at 
900°C for 10 min (cross sectional view) 
Nb3Al formed a continuous layer and Nb2Al started to grow at the Nb/Nb3Al 
interface. Some remaining NbAl3 is seen in the middle of the reacted region. 

Fig. 5: S.E.M. micrograph of a cold-rolled Nb/ AI multi-layered sample heat treated at 
900°C for 20 min. (cross sectional view) 
An extensive growth ofNbAl3layer (>100J.Lm) was observed butNb3AI did not 
form at the Nb/NbAl3 interface. 

Table 1 Sequential phase formation observed in Nb/ AI multi-layered samples 
Reactions were affected by heat treatment temperature and Allayer thickness. 
* Nb3Al/Nh2Al/Nb3Allayer configuration 
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< 650°C > 700°C Allayer thickness 

Nb+Al NbA13 NbA13 >> lJ.llll 

Nb+Al NbA13 (+Nb) Nb3Al ~3ooA 

Nb+Al NbA13 (+Nb) Nb3Al+Nb2Al* intermediate 

Table I 
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